Generalized Parton Distributions Generalized Parton Distributions
Quantum phase Quantum phase--space space " "tomography tomography" " of the nucleon of the nucleon
Wigner distribution in QM phase Wigner distribution in QM phase --space space A classical particle is defined by its coordinate and A classical particle is defined by its coordinate and momentum (x,p): momentum (x,p): phase phase--space space A state of a classical identical particle system can be A state of a classical identical particle system can be described by a described by a phase phase--space distribution f(x,p). space distribution f(x,p). GPDs provide a GPDs provide a unified theoretical framework unified theoretical framework for many for many experimental processes experimental processes 
Deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) Deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS)
DVCS is the cleanest way DVCS is the cleanest way to access GPDs: to access GPDs: γ γ * * N N→ → γ γN N GPDs = probability amplitude for a nucleon to emit a parton with GPDs = probability amplitude for a nucleon to emit a parton with ( (x x+ +ξ ξ) and to absorb it with momentum fraction ( ) and to absorb it with momentum fraction (x x--ξ ξ) ) 
